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By Hal Kennedy, N4GG

Having been relegated to a “no an-
tennas,” deed-restricted neighbor-
hood five years ago, I started a

search that’s unfortunately becoming more
and more familiar to hams everywhere. It’s
the search for a stealthy multiband antenna
that has decent DXing performance. Wire
antennas seem right for invisibility, but on-
air testing of dipoles mounted close to the
ground confirmed what seasoned hams and
antenna modeling packages will tell you:
A dipole mounted less than 1/4-wavelength
above ground is essentially radiating
straight up! The earth makes an effective,
if lossy, reflector, and the emitted RF does
a great job of warming the clouds. Low
dipoles and inverted Vs are fine for local
contacts, but are relatively poor perform-
ers for long-haul DX.

Searching through various antenna
handbooks led me to consider verticals
and a variety of vertical arrays, but the
radial field usually required for efficient
operation can’t be practically imple-
mented in my suburban setting. And even
under the best of circumstances it’s a
major project. Ever try putting 60 radials
for 80 meters on top of, or under, a grass
lawn without your neighbors asking you
what you’re doing? Even the placement
of ground-mounted verticals at my loca-
tion was problematic. The vertical(s)
would have to be inside a dense stand of
trees or very near the house. Traditional
verticals were out.

Self-contained verticals looked prom-
ising. These include delta loops and quad
loops, among others. They yield low-angle
radiation and do not require radials.
They’re also large and hard to operate on
multiple bands without an antenna tuner.
Closed loops cut for different bands often
can’t be fed in parallel. Most multiband
approaches include some combination of
relay switching, multiple feed lines, match-
ing networks and antenna tuners. Did I for-
get to mention that in addition to gain,
low-angle radiation and stealth, I wanted
this antenna to be simple? Also, because I
don’t own a high-power antenna tuner, I
wanted a reasonable SWR at the operating

The N4GG Array
Need a simple, nearly invisible wire antenna with reasonable gain, low-
angle radiation (for DXing) and multiband capabilities? Check out this
long-overlooked design that requires no antenna tuner.

frequencies of interest.
Among the self-contained verticals is

the half square, which looked like a
nearly ideal approach except, again, for
the difficulty in erecting a version that
works on multiple bands without a tuner.
The bobtail curtain also had possibilities,
but it’s usually shown fed at ground level
against radials and is not inherently
multiband in nature. It was time to fire
up EZNEC and see if some new variation
of a self-contained vertical could be
devised. A few hours later the N4GG
Array debuted—at least on paper!

Design Details
Technically, an N4GG Array consists

of two top-fed, 1/4-wavelength verticals
spaced 1 wavelength apart, fed 180 degrees
out of phase. Think of the array as a bob-

tail curtain with its center wire replaced
by the feed line. Bobtails aren’t particu-
larly well-known, so if the bobtail anal-
ogy is hard to grasp, think of the N4GG
Array as a 3/2-wavelength horizontal dipole
with the last 1/4 wavelength of wire on each
dipole leg bent at 90 degrees (hanging ver-
tically). Figure 1 shows a bobtail antenna
(A) and the single-band version of the
N4GG Array (B).

Not too familiar with a 3/2-wavelength
dipole? If you’ve ever used a 40-meter
dipole on 15 meters, you were using a
3/2-wavelength dipole. Figure 1B shows
the current distribution along the wires.
Note that maximum current (and there-
fore maximum RF radiation) is at the top
of the antenna. The antenna is center-fed
with coax and should include a 1:1
current-type balun.

Figure 1—A bobtail curtain (A) compared to the N4GG Array (B). The diagram of the
N4GG Array shows current distribution. The antenna is essentially a 3/2-wavelength
dipole with the outer ¼-wavelength part of each dipole leg hanging vertically.

(A)

(B)
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The elevation radiation patterns for an
N4GG Array and a dipole at the same
height are shown in Figure 2. The outer
circle in the figure is +5.96 dBi. The gains
of the antennas are equal at a 23.5-degree
take-off angle, but the gain of the N4GG
Array is approximately 3.4 dBi higher than
that of the dipole at elevation angles of
between 10 and 15 degrees, and a whop-
ping 11 dBi higher at 5 degrees.

For DXers, the Array’s dismal perfor-
mance at high take-off angles is just as
important as its excellent low-angle per-
formance. For DXers, high-angle reception
is simply a source of interference and ad-
ditional atmospheric noise. Straight up, the
gain of the N4GG Array is more than
20 dB below that of the dipole. All of the
data presented in this article was obtained
using EZNEC 3.0, with the ground model
set to “average, pastoral heavy clay.” The
elevation plots shown in Figure 2 are for
the azimuth angle yielding maximum gain,
which is 90 degrees (broadside) for the
dipole, and 40 degrees from the plane of
the horizontal wires for the N4GG Array.

A tremendous amount of information has
been published lately about the effects of
the number of radials used in a particular
antenna, elevated radials and ground char-
acteristics on the performance of vertical
antennas. Restating it all here is beyond the
scope of this article but, in summary, ground
radials and the earth itself provide two
things for verticals mounted near the
ground: (1) a return path for antenna cur-
rent and (2) a surface that reflects the lower
half of the free-space radiation pattern up-
ward, adding to the upper half.

Return-current losses are usually mini-
mized by the use of radials, while radia-
tion reflection losses are determined by
the ground conductivity out to 10 wave-
lengths or more from the antenna (in most
cases reflection losses are out of our con-
trol). Verticals work well over good-con-
ducting earth and particularly well over
or near saltwater. The N4GG Array fol-
lows these same principles, and radials
aren’t required, as the “return current” is
within the antenna and nearly lossless.

The actual gain of an N4GG Array over
a dipole, however, particularly at low eleva-
tion angles, will depend on the height of
the antenna above ground and the conduc-
tivity of the ground underneath it.
Figure 2 shows an installation with average
ground conductivity and near-worst-case
proximity to the ground. If your location
has average ground conductivity you should
be able to achieve at least the gain perfor-
mance shown in Figure 2. Increased height
and/or increased ground conductivity will
yield even better performance.

Depending on your point of view, the
azimuth radiation pattern of an N4GG
Array could be considered one of its two

drawbacks—the other being that the hori-
zontal size is twice that of a standard di-
pole. The azimuth radiation pattern for an
N4GG Array at an elevation angle of 25
degrees is shown in Figure 3. As you can
see, the phased verticals produce nulls both
broadside and along the plane of the hori-
zontal wires, together with four peaks that
occur at 40 degrees from the horizontal
wires. If a truly omnidirectional antenna
is what you want, this antenna doesn’t
quite fill the bill. But how bad is it?

As modeled, the –3 dBi azimuth
beamwidth of the antenna is 187 degrees
out of 360 degrees, and the deep nulls
along the horizontal wires are very narrow
and not much different than those of a
dipole. The “as modeled” pattern could
actually be used to your advantage. At my
mid-Atlantic location, an N4GG Array
could be positioned to provide peak gain
toward Europe, Africa, VK/ZL and JA—
not bad! But maybe not so good, either, as
the broadside pattern dips would be toward
South America and parts of Asia.

The real answer to how objectionable
the departure from an omnidirectional
pattern is lies in a fuller investigation of
the modeled performance, the difference
in real antenna performance compared to

idealized models and some on-air
observations.

The model indicates that the broadside
pattern dips lessen as elevation angle in-
creases. Some DX signals arrive at higher
elevation angles, particularly during band
openings and band closings on the lower
frequencies. More importantly, the mod-
els are idealized in all respects except for
the characterization of the earth, which
is set to a point-estimate that may or may
not accurately reflect a specific location.
The actual radiation pattern for a real
N4GG Array will depend on proximity
to local objects, local topology, actual
ground characteristics, and so on.

I decided simply to put one up to get
some real-world results with respect to
the modeled antenna and its theoretical
radiation pattern. My on-air observations
are at the end of the article, but I can as-
sure you that the strength of long-haul
DX signals—from any direction—is
nearly always better on my N4GG Array
than on a reference dipole at the same
height, and is never worse than equal. On
a receive signal-to-noise basis, the N4GG
Array is always better, which is under-
standable given its lower gain at high el-
evation angles.

Figure 2—Comparison
of the elevation
radiation patterns of
an N4GG Array and a
dipole, both mounted
at the same height,
close to the ground.
The outer ring is
+5.96 dBi.

Figure 3—Azimuth
radiation pattern for a
“close to the ground”
N4GG Array at an
elevation angle of
25 degrees. Note the
dipole-like nulls along
the horizontal wires
and the pattern dips
broadside to the
horizontal wires.
As modeled, the
antenna is not
omnidirectional.
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The dimensions for an N4GG Array are
L1 (feet) = 489/f (MHz), and L2 (feet) =
257/f (MHz), where L1 is the length of
each of the two horizontal wires, and L2 is
the length of each vertical wire. These for-
mulas are correct for a height of approxi-
mately 0.3-wavelength above ground and
will vary slightly as a function of height.

As with most wire antennas, it’s rea-
sonable to make the antenna a bit larger
than the formula suggests (in this case the
vertical sections) so the antenna can be
trimmed for minimum SWR at the desired
operating frequency. Beyond trimming for
SWR, the dimensions are not critical to
performance. At resonance and at 0.3-
wavelength above average ground, the
feed-point impedance is 73 Ω, providing a
near-perfect match for 75-Ω coax and less
than 1.5:1 SWR when fed with 50-Ω coax.
Using 50-Ω coax, the 2:1 SWR bandwidth
on 20 meters is greater than 200 kHz.

Table 1 provides dimensions and some
operating characteristics for single-band
HF N4GG Arrays. The table values are for
arrays where the bottom of the vertical
wires are 7 feet above the ground (out of
harm’s way) and for resonant frequencies
where the 2:1 SWR envelope starts at the
lower band edge (for bands other than 30,
17 and 12 meters), or at the center of the
band (for 30, 17 and 12 meters, which are
entirely contained in the 2:1 SWR enve-
lope). The 2:1 SWR bandwidths shown are
for 50-Ω feed line.

An important consideration in achiev-
ing reasonable performance is to keep the
feed line from radiating and becoming an
additional antenna element. This can hap-
pen by not using a balun at the feed point
to make the transition from an unbalanced
transmission line to a balanced antenna.
A high-quality 1:1 current-type balun
should be used at the feed point to pre-
vent this problem.

A nice feature of an N4GG Array is
that the fields from the two vertical ra-
diators cancel at the center of the antenna,
resulting in no parasitically induced cur-
rent on the shield of the coax feed line
(at least in theory). In practice, the near-
field radiation pattern from the verticals

may not perfectly cancel, and the feed
line placement may deviate somewhat
from the ideal. Induced current on the
coax shield should be sufficiently small
to not affect the antenna’s performance
significantly, however.

Let’s Build an Array
Construction of an N4GG is straight-

forward. Physically this is just a center-
fed dipole of twice the traditional length,
with vertical wires at the dipole ends. “In-
visibility” and safety dictate the exact
construction techniques.

A few words about “invisible” anten-
nas might be useful at this point. My vari-
ous wire antennas have been built using
18 or 19-gauge galvanized steel wire,
which is available at home supply stores
and is very inexpensive. Copper would be
somewhat better electrically, but the gal-
vanized wire has good strength at nearly
invisible diameters. Galvanized wire has
only moderate life, however, and will even-
tual ly rust and fai l  mechanical ly.
Copperweld is probably the best choice for
strength and life, and it is good electrically.

Strength is particularly important if
you’re going to build a multiband N4GG,
and a critical necessity if you do not have
a center support for the feed line and
balun. The vertical wires in an N4GG
Array only support themselves and can
be of a smaller gauge if necessary. Re-
member, however: the smaller the wire
gauge, the narrower the bandwidth.

The galvanized wire takes on a dull
gray finish after a few days outdoors,
which helps with invisibility. I paint the
insulators and the balun with flat gray
spray paint. Feeding with RG-8X also
helps, and I have found that RG-8X will
handle 1.5 kW without problems as long
as the feed line SWR is low enough (as it
is with this antenna).

My multiband N4GG Array uses trees
for skyhooks and a line tossed over an-
other tree limb to support the balun and
feed line at a height of 66 feet. The balun
is very close to the center support tree
limb and the coax runs down the side of
the tree that can’t be seen from the street.

The antenna has been up for three years
and has been detected only once, by a
neighbor who strayed onto the property.

The vertical wires can be terminated
with insulators and held taut by tying
them to ground stakes with nylon or
heavy-duty monofilament line. This ap-
proach is prone to breaking, however, if
you are using trees for end supports, as
the wind will cause the antenna to move
up and down, stressing the lines and
wires. I prefer to simply let the vertical
wires hang, using two-ounce fishing
weights at the bottom to keep them some-
what taut. This way, the vertical elements
tend to swing in a breeze, but this isn’t
noticeable on the air.

N4GG Arrays can be installed as low
as a 1/4-wavelength above the ground, but
two hazards arise when the vertical ends
are lower than about seven feet above the
ground. First, the bottom end of the ver-
tical wires are obstacles for people and
animals to run into (the use of “invisible”
components makes this problem worse).
Second, the lower end of the vertical ele-
ments are the high-voltage points in the
antenna and can cause RF burns to people
or animals that may be in contact with
them while you’re transmitting.

Use common sense during your instal-
lation and, if at all possible, install the
antenna high enough to keep the bottom
ends of the vertical elements above
harm’s way. If the ends must be near the
ground, running the wires inside a few
feet of 1-inch (or greater) PVC pipe can
add significantly to safety, at some ex-
pense to stealth. N4GG Arrays can actu-
ally be installed even closer to the ground
if linear loading, loading coils or capaci-
tance hats are used to shorten the length
of the vertical elements.

Simple Multiband Operation
What about multibanding? Simple

fan-dipole construction allows connect-
ing multiple N4GG Array wire sets to a
common center insulator/balun. Figure 4
shows the schematic of a triband 10, 15
and 20-meter N4GG Array. Figure 5
shows the actual antenna, suspended

Table 1
HF N4GG Arrays—Dimensions and Characteristics
Resonant Freq Height L1 L2        Bandwidth (kHz) Max Gain Takeoff
        (kHz)  (feet) (feet) (feet)     (2:1 SWR at 50 Ω) (dBi) Angle (degrees)
        1810 147.5 268 140.5 40 4.03 22.5
        3525 80 137.5 73 45 3.54 23
        7050 43.5 69 36.5 100 3.58 23
     10,125 32.6 48 25.6 140 3.89 23
     14,100 25 34.9 18 210 4.19 22.5
     18,118 21.25 27 14.25 290 4.48 21.5
     21,200 19.1 23.2 12.1 340 4.65 21.5
     24,940 17.35 19.6 10.35 420 4.79 20.5
     28,250 16.3 17.2 9.3 480 4.91 20
Note: The figures here assume that the bottom of the vertical elements will be 7 feet above the ground.
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Figure 4—Fan-dipole construction of a 10, 15 and 20-meter N4GG Array.

Figure 5—A tri-band N4GG Array stretched out 3 feet above the ground for easy
assembly. Half-inch PVC spreaders are used to separate the wires by 4 inches.

Figure 6—The Array wires travel through the spreaders and are secured with 20-gauge
wire ties.

about 3 feet off the ground during assem-
bly. Half-inch PVC pipe was used to hold
the wire sets 4 inches apart. Figure 6 pro-
vides details of how the PVC spreaders
were installed.

This is actually a four-band antenna,
as the wires that make up the 15-meter
N4GG Array are the length of a standard
1/2-wavelength dipole on 40 meters. The
antenna displays a low SWR on that band,
but does not function as an N4GG Array
there. On 40, the setup is simply a dipole
with bent ends, and offers commensurate
performance. The antenna’s SWR is be-
low 2:1 on all four bands and does not
require the use of an antenna tuner.

Figure 7 shows a close-up of the cen-
ter insulator/balun. After these pictures
were taken, the balun and PVC spreaders
were spray painted flat gray.

There is a second approach to
multibanding that can yield an N4GG
Array from an existing low-band dipole.
Figure 8 shows the addition of the verti-
cal wires for a higher-frequency N4GG
Array directly onto the horizontal wires
of a lower-frequency dipole. In this case
no spreaders are used and there is only
one connection to each side of the balun.
This arrangement works because the ver-
tical wires act as low-impedance stubs,
inserted onto relatively high-impedance
points on the horizontal dipole.

I added a set of 15-meter 1/4-wave-
length vertical wires onto an existing 160-
meter dipole using this method, getting a
second band essentially “for free.” The
addition of the 15-meter wires had no
measurable effect on the 160-meter di-
pole. This approach can be used for add-
ing one—or perhaps more than one
N4GG Array—onto existing large di-
poles. Before you start stitching vertical
elements onto your monster dipole, be
sure to see how things might play out by
modeling the antenna first. For example,
a 15-meter N4GG Array can’t be added
to a 40-meter dipole because they’re both
resonant on that band!

Actual Performance
Okay, so how well does one of these

things actually work? Based on my obser-
vations, signals from stations that are more
than 3000 miles away are typically a few
dB stronger on my N4GG Array than on
my dipole at the same height. For long-
haul DX, this is the difference between
working them and not. I added XU and XW
as new countries lately—and I couldn’t
hear either station on the dipole. When 15
meters is hot, as it is now near the top of
cycle 23, I can sometimes call CQ on the
N4GG Array and start a pileup of Euro-
pean and Asian stations, something I’ve
never accomplished with the dipole!

Your first impression operating with
Figure 7—Close-up of the center insulator/balun of a tri-band N4GG Array. Note that
all support of the lower wires is provided by the uppermost wires.
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an N4GG Array may not be good—mine
wasn’t. Tuning quickly, the whole band
sounded down, both stations and noise.
“Something’s broken,” or “These things
don’t work as modeled,” were my first
thoughts. If you put up an N4GG Array
and it sounds dead at first, it’s working—
it’s supposed to sound somewhat dead!
Most of the signals we tend to hear when
quickly tuning a band are close in. These
signals—and much of the band noise—
arrive at high elevation angles, where an
N4GG Array can be 20 dB down from a
dipole. After you get over how quiet the
band sounds, find a DX station and switch
between an N4GG Array and a dipole.
That will put a smile on your face! Then
try one in a major DX contest and get
ready for even more smiles.

Make no mistake, this antenna isn’t
nearly as good as a decent Yagi. It is, how-
ever, the best DX antenna design I’ve
found to date that offers stealth, low-angle
radiation (even when installed close to the

Figure 8—A higher-frequency N4GG Array can be formed by adding 1/4 wavelength
vertical wires to a lower-frequency dipole.

ground), tuner-free multiband operation
when fed with 50-Ω coax, radial-free in-
stallation, simplicity and affordability.
That’s a lot of benefits in one package!

Photos by the author.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Press at 225 Wildwood Ave, Woburn, MA
01801; tel 781-904-2500, fax 781-904-
2620; www.bh.com.

MFJ’S NEW BOOM MIKE
! MFJ’s model 288 “Neckset” boom mike
won’t mess up your hair because the bulk
of the headset components are routed be-
hind your head. The easy to adjust setup
features high-quality mike and speaker
elements and a convenient PTT switch.
Price: $24.95. Models are available for
ICOM, Kenwood and Yaesu radios. For
more information, contact your favorite
Amateur Radio products dealer or MFJ,
300 Industrial Park Rd, Starkville, MS
39759, tel 800-647-1800, fax 662-323-
6551; mfj@mfjenterprises.com; www.
mfjenterprises.com.

HAM RADIO WRISTWATCHES
FROM MFJ
! Want to keep track of local time and
UTC at a glance? MFJ offers a new pair
of 24-hour ham radio watches. Models
182 and 184 feature dual time zones (can
be set independently), quartz movements,
adjustable stainless-steel wristbands and
the ability to be precisely synchronized
with WWV.

Price: $19.95. For more information,
contact your favorite Amateur Radio prod-
ucts dealer or MFJ, 300 Industrial Park Rd,
Starkville, MS 39759, tel 800-647-1800,
fax 662-323-6551; mfj@mfjenterprises.
com; www.mfjenterprises.com.

HAMCALC VERSION 58
! HAMCALC, release 58, is still avail-

able for only the cost of duplication and
shipping. Distributed via CD, the large
collection of electronics, radio design, an-
tenna design and math programs is used
by students, engineers and hams the
world over.

New items in this release include pro-
grams to calculate dielectric constants,
coaxial cable capacitance, the turning ra-
dius of beam antennas, the Q factor of L/
C components and much more.

Install HAMCALC in any version of
Windows or run the programs directly
from the CD (works with most programs,
but not all). The latest version is always
available from the author for a $7 (US)
fee to cover materials and airmail ship-
ping worldwide. For more information,
or to order your copy, contact George
Murphy, VE3ERP, 77 McKenzie St,
Orillia, ON L3V 6A6, Canada; e-mail
ve3erp@encode.com.

NEWNES DICTIONARY
OF ELECTRONICS
! Newnes Press of Woburn, Massachu-
setts, has released its Newnes Dictionary
of Electronics, a 400-page paperback ref-
erence for engineers, students, technicians
and enthusiasts. Printed in a convenient,
compact format, the Dictionary features
clear, concise definitions supported by nu-
merous illustrations and schematics. New
for this edition are sections covering ac-
ronyms and abbreviations, and a concise
glossary for electronics, TV, radio and
computing.

Price: $24.95 (ISBN 0-7506-5642-5).
For more information, contact Newnes

FEEDBACK
! Through no fault of the authors, K1KP
and N2EA, the caption of Figure 1 in
“The ICOM 756PRO—A Cure for the
Rumble” (Technical Correspondence,
June 2002, page 68) is incorrect. It should
read “Add a capacitor to cure audio
rumble in the ICOM IC-756PRO” (and
not the PROII as stated). The authors did
not claim that the IC-756PROII had any
audible rumble. The figure correctly
shows the main board of the ’756PRO.
Also see the ICOM “Tech Talk” on page
149 in this issue for a response by ICOM
to this Technical Correspondence.

! The right-hand photo in “At the Foun-
dation,” May 2002, p 100, was taken by
Andrew McLuckie, K3AWM. The young
man in the center of the photo is Brian
Edelman, who made 22 contacts during
his first on-the-air experience at the scout
camp in Pennsylvania.—K3AWM

! The title of the book written by “VC”
Angell, KCØEM [Strays, Jun 2002, p 50]
is The Last Holey Man.


